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The Paperless Office & eFiling Revisited
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By David A. Schulman

The Paperless Office

As you are aware, if you have read previous articles in this report, that I started working

on computers in the late 1960s.  The first

computer I ever touched was a circa-1961 IBM

model 1410.  It stored its data and programs

on “punch cards” - stiff paper cards into which

rectangular holes were cut.  By loading a series

of cards, the operator would give the computer

the instructions needed to run the various

programs.  Cards were stored in boxes and

manually loaded into the computer, and it was

not unusual to have thousands of cards in an

individual program.

A “cold boot” on the 1410 took about 20

minutes, sufficient time for me to make the

first urn of coffee for the 400+ people who worked at the Pfizer officer in Clifton, New Jersey. 

I was usually the first person to arrive at work, some time around 4:30 a.m., and I would start

the computer, then head to the cafeteria  to fill the coffee urn.  In most of my co-workers’ minds,

my importance was not as the guy who ran the computer, but as the guy who made the coffee. 

David A. Schulman, one of the founders of TIBA, has been a co-author of
this report for many years. He was a member of the Court of Criminal
Appeals’ staff in 1991-1993, and has been lead counsel in hundreds of
direct appeals and habeas corpus proceedings.  David reviews every
published criminal case from the Court of Criminal Appeals and every
Court of Appeals on a daily basis. He has been Board Certified in
Criminal Law since 1991 and was one of the first attorneys to become
Board Certified in both Criminal Law and Criminal Appellate law. See
his website at www.davidschulman.com.
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The 1410’s memory was limited to about

“100kb” -- something like 100,000 characters.  In

contrast, the standard memory on even the most

inexpensive computer available today will be at least

“2gb” of memory, or 2,147,483,648 characters.

My first “personal” computer was a Timex-

Sinclair 1000.  It cost $100, and stored data on

cassette tapes.  Compared to the 1410, the TS1000 looked like a toy.  It was much easier to

program, however, as you would write the code on the computer, test to see if it worked, then

store it on the same type of audio cassette one could buy at Radio-Shack for a couple of dollars. 

All in all, the TS1000 was a good little unit.  Because of the very compact pressure touch

keyboard, however, it was no good for typing documents.  I used it to write computer games for

kids. 

Having realized the TS1000 wouldn’t help me

in law school, I purchased an Kaypro 2x, a 35 pound

“luggable” computer that would fit nicely on the desk

in my carrel at school.  The Kaypro, was not IBM

compatible.  Like many of the personal computers of

the day, the 2x ran a proprietary version of the

“CPM” operating system. It was on the Kaypro that I

was introduced to real word processing - the “Word

Star” program.  

The 2x had 64kb of memory and two 392kb capacity drives.   All

programs and data were stored on 5¼ inch “floppy” disks, rather than on

tapes or cards.  A “floppy” is a thin and flexible magnetic storage medium

in a a rectangular plastic shell which is lined with a fabric that removes

dust particles.  You cannot see it in the photograph to the left, but floppies

were “write protected” when you put some clear tape over the two little

notches near the top.  

When I started working in a law office, I first encountered the

“DOS” operating system used in all IBM compatible (i.e. “PC”) computers. 

For those of you too young to have experienced it, “DOS” required you to
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actually enter “command” at the “DOS Prompt” to

run programs.  This was, of course, long before the

graphic interface of Windows and Macs. 

During my career as an attorney, we’ve gone

from 8 inch floppies, to 5¼ inch floppies, to 3½ inch

floppies (which weren’t really “floppy” but had a hard

plastic shell, and now, to “thumb” or “flash” drives,

and “SD cards” of several shapes and sizes.  These are

devices with no moving parts which have considerably more storage capability.  To store the 

amount of data I now carry with me on my “back-up” drive would require more than 27,000 of

the 5¼ inch disks.   

By 1993, when I began practicing in Austin, Windows

and WordPerfect were entrenched as the operating system

and word processors used in the great majority of law

offices.  I recognize now that it was also when I began what

later became my quest for the paperless office.

In those days, I started storing client data on 3½ in

disks, and had one disk for every client. I didn’t have a

scanner, so the only documents being stored with the

WordPerfect files from which I printed the hard copies

stored in my physical files.   By 2002, I had begun storing

data on compact disks (CDs) and not keeping “hard” copies

in a file.  I abandoned that practice the following year and took to storing and backing-up data

to hard storage disks located in several locations.  Since 2003, however, neither myself or John

Jasuta, with whom I share office facilities, keep paper or physical files. Everything is digital.

Since I last discussed the paperless office, what

hasn’t changed is the hardware.  What has changed

is the software.   There are now more than a dozen

people with access to files on our network, none of

whom are in the same physical location.   

With the software which we’re now using, we

utilize thirty (30) different back-up scripts (an
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automatic routine), and they run from 4:00 a.m.

through 6:00 p.m.  While not instantaneous, our file

system allows all users to access to the latest files. 

By last count, we’re now storing more than 113,160

electronic documents, and new additions are

automatically copied to the storage drive to which

everyone has access every two hours on weekdays,

and early every morning on Saturdays and Sundays,

in case anyone is working on the weekends. 

There are two important things which must be

done with any file system.  The first is to review the

“target” file locations every day to ensure that a back-up was actually performed.  The second 
is to routinely reconsider your file system to ensure that all routines are still valid, and that 
your system remains an efficient back-up tool.  

Revisit the stories of how my friend Bubba and I each had to replace laptops (“Avoiding

Long-Term Damage from Catastrophic Events“)(April 8, 2013), and remember that disaster

might be just around the corner.  Losing a laptop can be costly.  Losing client data is usually

worse.  

Mandatory Electronic Filing

Texas appellate courts (and certain other courts) began “voluntary” eFiling in early 2011. 

Effective January 1st of this year, eFiling became mandatory for all attorneys filing documents

in all appellate courts and in all civil cases (except juvenile

cases) in the district, county, and probate courts in Texas’ 10

most populous counties (Bexar, Collin, Dallas, Denton, El

Paso, Fort Bend, Harris, Hidalgo, Tarrant and Travis).  For

those of us who eschew paper records in favor electronic

ones, this day has been a long time coming.  

In our office, we’ve been using eFiling whenever

possible for the last three years and are quite happy with it.

In calendar year 2013, we filed seventy documents at a total

cost of $785  -- and an estimated savings of $575 for printing, binding and postage which wasn’t

necessary.   The primary problem we encountered was the inability  to file in several of the
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 ! You don’t have to print out and physically sign your documents, you can use the
“signed” indicator (“/s/”).  

       ! All you need to be able to properly eFile is to have a vehicle for getting your
documents from your word processor to a PDF file.  

       ! If you’re using a recent version of Libre Office, Open Office, MSWord or
WordPerfect, conversion to PDF is included.  Additionally, Paperport, Omnipage
and similar software programs, allow you to scan documents and save it as a
“searchable” PDF document.

       ! A “full” version of Adobe is less than $500.  When you compare that with what
you can save on photocopying and postage, it will not take long to recoup

       ! You don’t have to make and/or mail photocopies - simply eMail the PDF to
whomever should get a copy;

 ! The 5pm deadline is gone (expect when specifically ordered) -- timely eFiling of
documents is available until midnight on the due date.

appellate courts in which we had cases pending.  Now that

eFiling is mandatory, that particular problem has been

eliminated.  Additionally, although not well publicized, filing

through the State provided “EFSP” (efiletexas.gov/) is free,

meaning that, based on the number of filings done in 2013, our savings for 2014 should be in the

area of $1,350 total.  I truly enjoyed working with the provider we had been using, but free is

free, and we’ve started filing through the State provided site.  

As I recently wrote to lawyers who were lamenting mandatory eFiling, there is nothing

to fear.  The purpose of eFiling is to save ALL of us time and money -- and it will do that -- you

simply have to get used to doing it.   Here are a few points to consider about eFiling:

In the Fall of 2004, I made a presentation on the paperless

office at TIBA’s Southwestern Criminal & Juvenile Law

Conference in Hawaii, and discussed eFiling in the federal courts

in Ohio.  Those courts had a voluntary eFiling system since the late

1990s, but were going to make it mandatory in January 2005.  

As you might imagine, I was very much in favor of the

practice, and said that I looked forward to the day when I would not longer have to send my

briefs, writs and petitions to a commercial printer for printing and binding.  One of my
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prosecutor friends was very much opposed to the practice.  He said he did not want me sending

briefs in electronic (PDF) format, and had only reluctantly agreed to the practice with appellate

motions, etc., because they were all pro forma and he really didn’t need to read them.  He and

I had a number of cases against each other, and he simply refused to accept my substantive

filings in PDFs, and insisted on receiving hard copies.  

While preparing this article, I contacted my friend to see if he was still of the same

opinion.  In short, he isn’t.  In fact, what he wrote (we were communicating by eMail) was, “I

unequivocally withdraw any objections.”  Besides dubbing me the “paperless prophet,” my friend

said that he enjoys “the simplicity of getting my work digitally and filing it electronically.” As

I calculate it, that’s a 180 degree turn around. 

There are still some flaws in the eFiling system. 

Although it appears that none of the fourteen Courts of

Appeals are requiring the filing of paper copies in addition

to eFiled documents, both the Supreme Court and Court of

Criminal Appeals are doing so.  

The Supreme Court requires that, within three

business days of filing electronically, a party must file the

following number of “courtesy copies” (i.e. “hard copies”)

with the Court:

       ! One paper copy of the record in an original proceeding.

 ! Two paper copies of petitions, responses to a petition, replies to a responses, and amicus
briefs.

       ! Four paper copies of all briefs on the merits.

The Court of Criminal Appeals is even more

demanding.  In it’s miscellaneous Order of December 16,

2013, the Court mandated that “ten paper copies of Petitions

for Discretionary Review, Briefs, Replies, Motions for

Rehearing that are filed electronically pursuant Rule

9.2(c),and applications filed in the trial court pursuant to

Code of Criminal Procedure Article 11.071,” be mailed to the

Court after the original electronic document has been accepted and filed.  The Court has

promulgated some “INFORMATION ON E-FILING IN THE COURT OF CRIMINAL
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APPEALS,” which sets specific procedures for eFiling in the Court of Criminal Appeals.  We

suggest you read it carefully before eFiling anything in with the CCA.

In addition, my prosecutor friend and I are in

agreement about the importance and ease of using the

State’s eFiling portal.  We are also in agreement about the

hard copies being required by Texas’ superior courts.  We

don’t like it. 

When TIBA published its summaries of the Appellate 
Rule changes effective in mid-2011 (“TIBA Writers Notes on

Changes to TRAPs in 2011“), I recognized the possibility

that we could end up with fourteen different sets of eFiling

rules, and stated, “that would not be good.”  Other writers

agreed with me.

I was, of course, thinking of the fourteen intermediate

courts. I wasn’t worried about the two superior courts.  In fact, I offered my opinion that we

should go to a “nearly complete “e” system, with even notices from the courts being sent by

eMail,” and noted that the “CCA has been doing that for some months now, and their system

works great.”  Sadly, to the extent that they were in

front of the curve, that isn’t true any more.  

My prosecutor friend actually suggested to me

that “the rule should be that” any judge who wants a

hard copy of an eFiled document should be required

to pay the Clerk $1 per page.   Personally, I think

that’s bit drastic, but I feel his pain.  I am also

bothered by the fact that, by my rough estimate (“guesstimate?”), something in the area of

$350,0001 will be spent each year, paying for hard copies to be provided so that judges on our

two superior appellate courts don’t have to join the rest of us in the 21st Century.  My

prosecutor friend made that journey, why can’t they?  In any event, I am looking forward to the

day that there will be no hard copies necessary.

1  In one recent case, the cost of providing the CCA with the required hard copies was $475.80 total, and they were personally
delivered.  Postage or freight charges would have placed the total over $500 for extra copies. 
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